I. INTRODUCTION IN the previous paper (Finney, 1948) , the theory of scoring records of related individuals, for the purpose of obtaining an estimate of gene frequency in the population from which the records were derived, was discussed. As Fisher (1940) has shown, application of the principle of maximum likelihood leads to a system of efficient scores, and so to an estimate of gene frequency which not only is unbiased but also has a minimal sampling variance. Formuhe for these scores have been derived and tabulated in the earlier paper for three types of record, two parents and their s children, one parent and one child, and two sibs with neither parent recorded, in respect of a genetic factor which shows no dominance. For sets of sibs with one or neither parent recorded, the complexity of the scores increases so rapidly as to make maximum likelihood scoring impracticable; a modification of a method due to Cotterman (1947) , simple in use and of high efficiency, was therefore recommended for general use and tables of weights to be attached to the scores were given.
The purpose of the present paper is to set out a similar scoring system for use with a factor showing dominance. Fisher has already given results for maximum likelihood scores, and Cotterman has again pointed the way to a simplified system of high efficiency. Some recapitulation of these results is necessary for completeness here the final system recommended is of higher efficiency than Cotterman's, but more easily applied to large families than Fisher's.
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD SCORING
A genetic factor involving two allelomorphic genes, T and t, of which T is dominant to t, gives rise to only two phenotypically distinguishable forms of individual. If the gene frequencies are denoted by i, v respectively, the frequency of recessive tt individuals in a population mating at random will be v2. It is convenient to develop formuhe for the estimation of v2, rather than of v, since for the simplest case the procedure reduces to a count of recessives. For groups of related individuals, an estimate formed in this way will still be consistent and unbiased, but its variance will be greater than that given by equation (2). Furthermore, it will not in general be the most precise estimate obtainable from the data.
The theory of fully efficient scores, based on the principle of maximum likelihood, has been outlined by Fisher (i4o) and Finney (1948) . The probability that members of a family (as defined in the previous paper), having a specified pattern of relationship with one another, shall be of a particular observed set of phenotypes may be expressed as a function of v, P( v). A weighted maximum likelihood score for the family may then be calculated in terms of a provisional estimate of v2 as dP x = WLV2+ I -i; 
£ denoting summation over all records. The weight may be regarded as the number of unrelated individuals required to provide the same amount of information on v2 as is given by the family. Except for the occurrence of v2 instead of v, these equations are the same as equations (s)-(6) of the previous paper, where they were derived for use with factors showing no dominance. Three examples follow.
(I) Both parents recorded
When both parents are recorded for a factor without dominance, children contribute no information (Cotterman, 1947 ; Finney, 1948) . This is not so for a factor with dominance, since the phenotypes of THE ESTIMATION OF GENE FREQUENCIES children may contribute information on whether a T parent is homozygous or heterozygous. For two parents with one child, the calculations leading to the maximum likelihood scores may be put in tabular form :-
for a family (7) so that, if W0, L(S) is the maximum likelihood weight with a parents and s children recorded,
The weight is always greater than 2 (and rises to 3 when v is very small) ; this is because the child provides evidence on the genotypes of the parents, so making the record of greater value than if the parents were scored as unrelated individuals and the child discarded. From equation ( This table is analogous to those given by Fisher (1940; tables i and 3) for one parent and one child and for a pair of sibs.
As usual, the complexity of the maximum likelihood scoring system is much greater for families of more than one child. The results for s = 2 have been obtained, but the scores have not been tabulated ; the weight, which is required in the examination of the efficiency of the linear scores in section 3, is
When the number of children is large, their segregations for T give a considerable amount of evidence on the genotypes of the parents. 
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Fisher shows values of these functions in his table i. Again no attempt has yet been made to investigate the more complex expressions required for several children with one recorded parent, except to obtain the weights for s = 2 and for large s:
The last expression shows that for a small value of v a large number of sibs with one recorded parent are almost as informative as 5 unrelated individuals, but that for large v the value falls to 2. ChildrenTT: x=Wv2-4+4V_3V2_ vs Children T tt: x = Wv2 + +3_3i,_2M2) ('5) 3+"
Children tt, tt :
where the weight per sib-pair. is
These functions have been tabulated by Fisher in his table 3 ; once In Fisher's formula for the score when both children are T, the factor (7+3v-2v2) is a misprint for (7-3v-2v') ; the numerical values in his 
the value of which ranges from 4 when v = 0 to 2 when v = i.
SIMPLIFIED SCORING SYSTEMS
The property of full efficiency possessed by a maximum likelihood estimation process is of little value to the investigator if the formul required for its use are not known to him. An occasional record of a group of relatives not covered by the scoring methods of section 2 might be dealt with by developing the maximum likelihood equations from first principles as required, but the application of section 2 is so limited in respect of family size that some alternative procedure is much to be desired. Cotterman ('947) showed that a score which was a simple count of genes was of high efficiency for the estimation of v2. Just as in the previous paper (Finney, 1948) , a sub-classification of types of record leads to a scoring system a little more efficient than Cotterman's which, with the aid of tables presented here, can be applied almost as easily as his very simple system. In this section, formul and tables will be given for sibships of s with two, one, or no parents recorded.
(I) Both parents recorded Cotterman found that a score which is simply the total number of recessives amongst the (s +2) individuals recorded carries the weight W (s) -
The weight for two unrelated individuals, scored by a simple count of recessives, is 2 ; when v exceeds (s+5)/(s+9), W2 c(s) is less than 2, and rejection of the children from the score will therefore improve the efficiency. By comparison of equation (x 8) for s = i with the maximum likelihood weight, equation (7), the efficiency of Cotterman's score is seen to be 18(I+2v) for v o.6) Efficiency (3+7v)(6_v+v2)
. (19) 4(1 +2V)
for v> o6 (i+v) (6-v+v) This efficiency approaches unity when v is very small or very large, and never falls below 095. A similar comparison of equation (18) for s = 2 with equation (9) gives the efficiency for families of two children ; in general this is rather less than for one child, but it . (go) 6-3v+v2 the situation here is very different from that in the absence of dominance, as Cotterman's score is not fully efficient except for v = i, and may involve a sacrifice of as much as one-third of the information when v is small. These three efficiency functions are shown graphically in fig. i .
The efficiency may be increased by scoring all parents as unrelated individuals and, separately, scoring children according to a system specially appropriate to their parental phenotypes. The derivation of scores for the children requires detailed analysis of possible sibships. The probability that a parent phenotypically T shall be heterozygous, in the absence of any information on children or other relatives, is 2v/(I +v). Hence the probabilities of the various phenotype combinations among the children of a T xT mating are :-
If families of this type were scored with n, the total number of recessive children, the mean score would be 
with variance sv
2(1 + v)
Taking v as before, a score
has expectation
to the first order in 8, and variance
The information on v2 given by this score is therefore i1v2 = S.
( o ' 2v(I +v)2{s(I_v) +(' +v)} A mating of it xtt can produce only tt children, and these clearly provide no additional information on gene frequencies. Fisher (1940) has pointed out that a scoring of all families of two recorded parents with an average weight has the apparently irrational effect of increasing the weight assigned to the record of a tt x tt mating for each additional child, in spite of the fact that all children must be it. The objection is not serious, but it is perhaps preferable to score these children as zero with zero weight. For the remaining families, the mean information per family is: On an average, the total weight derived from parents and children in these families is These weights are to be used only when at least one parent is T; when both parents arc tt, the weight is zero. i,C -
This weight is always greater than i : scoring of the children is always better than discarding them and scoring only the parent.
Cotterman points out that, for parent-child pairs, his weight -2(I+V)
I+2v
shows an efficiency compared with that for maximum likelihood scoring, equation (12),
('+2v) (8_7v+2v2) which expression reaches x for v = o or v = , but falls to 8/9 at = i. Insertion of s = 2 in equation (35) Again the information can be increased by scoring the one parent as an unrelated individual and forming a y-score for the s sibs after separate examination of the possible progeny of a T and of a II parent.
If the recorded parent is T, the probability of which is (i -v2), the various possibilities for the other parent and the s children have the probabilities 
4(I+v)
Similarly, for families having the recorded parent tt, the probability of which is v2,
Again taking v as a first approximation to v2, the number of recessives in either type of family may be used to give an estimate of , a first Scores are calculated from s, the total number of sibs, and n, the number of recessive sibs, according to equations (41). order adjustment to v. As before, the procedure may conveniently be put into the form of a score,y, which will lead directly to a revised estimate, v2. The scores are :- (12), showing the scoring then to be fully efficient. For s = 2, comparison with equation (i 3) shows the scoring to be more than 095 efficient (except when v is very small), and therefore considerably more efficient than the simple count for large v.
As s -+ , the modified score does not tend to full efficiency, but comparison with equation (i 4) shows that (x+2v-2v2)(Io-3v+v2) Efficiency (y) = ____________________ 2(1 +3V) (5_6V+3v2_V3) an expression which reaches unity at v = 0, 05 and i, and never falls below 0994. In large families, the efficiency is thus almost complete, a great improvement on that of the simple count, especially for small v. These efficiencies are also shown in fig. 2 factory, but no improvement is likely to be effected without very considerable complications. Efficiencies for s = 2 and for large s are shown in fig. 3 .
With the aid of the tables that have been provided, the technique of scoring is simple, and may be summarised as follows. A provisional estimate, v, of the proportion of recessives in the population is used to give the score and weight per individual for each family recorded. A revised estimate is then obtained by summation over all records, leading to V2 = ,ws. 
